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Having broadband
provides households with
an estimated $1,850 annual
economic benefit.

Thirty percent of tourism
transactions in the US
are made online.

Small businesses using social
media are 3X more likely to
have recently hired than
those that do not.

It is estimated that a one
percentage point increase
in broadband access
could create or save about
12,000 jobs statewide.

Broadband access can
increase home values by
an average
of 3.1%.

SOLD

In a community of 20,000,
home-based businesses
and online sales can account
for $2.4 million, annually.

On average, teleworkers
save nearly $500 annually
on car maintenance
and fuel.

Telemedicine adds
an estimated $522,000 to rural
economies and reduces
hospitalizations.

Small businesses with
websites have higher
annual revenues than
those that do not.

On average, farmers
getting connected
see a 6% increase
in revenue.

OVERVIEW

T

oday, technology plays a pivotal role in how businesses operate, how institutions
provide services, and where consumers choose to live, work, and play. The
success of a community has become dependent on how broadly and deeply
the community adopts technology resources, which includes access to reliable, highspeed networks; the digital literacy of its residents; and the use of online resources for
business, government, and leisure.
Between January and November 2020, Walker County conducted a
comprehensive survey of broadband technology access and adoption across the
community that collected responses from 683 households, with some households
responding more than one time. This assessment was designed to identify issues
and opportunities to close the local Digital Divide. To do so, the community will
need insights about its available broadband infrastructure; how its residents are
adopting and using broadband services; and what steps would have the greatest
impact toward improving broadband access, adoption, and use across every
sector.
The following provides a summary of that assessment as well as recommendations
for improving broadband and technology access, adoption, and use.
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More than nine out of ten Walker
County internet subscribers (93%)
would like to have more options
available to them.

KEY FINDINGS

1

82.5% of households in Walker County have
access to internet service at speeds that
the FCC defines as “broadband” (25 Mbps
downstream and 3 Mbps upstream).
Statewide, 96.3% of households have
broadband access at these speedss

2

77.7% of households in Walker County have
access to internet service at future-ready
speeds (100 Mbps downstream and 10
Mbps upstream). Statewide, 88.5% of
households have internet access at this
speed.

3

Nearly one in four Walker County
households said they do not subscribe to
home internet service. When asked why, the
top barrier was a lack of available service,
followed by the cost of internet service.
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Seven out of ten Walker County households
that subscribe to the internet said their current
service does not meet their needs. When asked
why, the top cause for dissatisfaction was the
slow speed of their connections, followed by
unreliable service.

5

Two out of five Walker County households
said that their mobile internet service is their
primary internet connection at their home.

6

The average internet speed reported by
households in Walker County is significantly
lower than connections in other Connected
communities surveyed, yet the prices paid
by Walker County households are higher on
average..
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INFRASTRUCTURE

A

ccording to data Connected Nation Texas (CN Texas) published in July
2020, more than four out of five households in Walker County (82.5%) have
access to broadband at 25/3 Mbps, the current definition of broadband (highspeed internet) as set forth by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

This level of service is primarily concentrated around the Huntsville, New Waverly, and
Riverside areas.

Walker County
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Other portions of the county are served by internet service providers (ISPs) offering
slower advertised speeds.

Internet Service Provider

Comcast
Eastex Telephone Co-Op
Grande Communications
IguanaNet, LLC
Rise Broadband
AT&T Southwest
Suddenlink Communications
Valor Telecommunications of Texas LP
Windstream Sugar Land

Technology

Cable
DSL
Cable
Fixed Wireless
Fixed Wireless
DSL, Fiber, Fixed Wireless
Cable
DSL
DSL
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Max. Advertised
Download Speed
(Mbps)

Max. Advertised
Upload Speed
(Mbps)

987
25
600
18
15
1,000
1,000
100
100

35
8
35
8
15
1,000
1,000
100
100
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DETAILED FINDINGS

T

his section provides an overview of results from online surveys conducted in
Walker County between January and November 2020. Altogether, CN Texas
received completed surveys from 683 households across the county, along with
schools, businesses, libraries, and other sectors. Respondents provided insights into their
internet connectivity, or lack thereof. Data from Walker County are compared to findings
from dozens of other rural Connected participating communities across Michigan, Ohio,
Texas, and Pennsylvania to benchmark and identify areas for improvement.

ADOPTION
Home Broadband Adoption
62.5%

18.8%

18.7%

All Connected Communities

53.5%

23.7%

22.7%

Walker County, Texas
Fixed Connection (cable, DSL, fiber, and fixed wireless)
Non-fixed Connection (dial-up, satellite, and mobile only)
No Connection

Among those in Walker County
that knew the type of broadband
service they have, slightly more
than one-half of households
(53.5%) subscribe to fixed
broadband service. Fixed service
is delivered via a cable, DSL, fiber,
or fixed wireless technology.
Nearly 24% of respondents
indicate that their internet
service is delivered via dial-up,
satellite, or a mobile wireless
service. This leaves nearly 23% of
households without internet
access at home.

CONNECTION DETAILS
Two percent of monthly income is a
recognized standard for measuring the
affordability of a home internet connection.
Walker County respondents indicate that,
on average, their internet connection costs
just less than $83 per month. This is higher than
monthly costs in other communities. Two
percent of the median household income in
Walker County is $72.90 per month. These results
show that the average cost paid for service in
Walker County is higher than average.
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Average Monthly Cost for
Home Internet Service
$69.22
$82.83
$72.90
All Connected Communities
Walker County, Texas
2% of Walker County, Texas Household Income
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Average Download Speed (Mbps)
Does Your Internet Connection
Meet Your Needs?

36.65
21.85
All Connected Communities
Walker County, Texas

58.0%
70.0%

The FCC currently defines broadband as
an internet connection with a download
speed of at least 25 Mbps and upload
speed of at least 3 Mbps. On average,
respondents indicate that their advertised
download speed is 21.85 Mbps, which is
much lower than household connections in
other communities, despite higher
average prices being paid.
Are You Interested in
Additional Internet Choices at Home?

30.0%

All Connected
Communities
Yes

Walker County,
Texas
No

Competition provides residents with
choices for service, allowing households
the ability to switch providers if their
current service does not meet their
needs.

7.0%

Seven out of ten internet-subscribing
households (70%) indicate that their
internet connection does not meet
their needs. This is a higher rate of
dissatisfaction than among households
in other communities. Nearly every
respondent (93%) indicated that they
are interested in additional internet
choices for their home.

93.0%

Walker County, Texas
Yes

42.0%

No
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Households Subscribing to
Mobile Internet Service
26.0%

23.0%

74.0%

77.0%

All Connected
Communities
Yes

MOBILE CONNECTIVITY
Slightly more than three out of
four Walker County households
(77%) report that they subscribe
to mobile internet service which
they access via a smartphone
or similar mobile device. This is
slightly higher than other
Connected communities, where
slightly less than 75% say that
someone in their household
subscribes to mobile internet
service.

Walker County,
Texas
No
8
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are presented to assist Walker County in
expanding broadband access and adoption throughout the community. Walker
County has created its Technology Action Committee, an important first step
toward making broadband available to every household.

Complete the
Broadband BuildOut Analysis and
Validate Demand
for Broadband in
Underserved Areas.
Develop PublicPrivate
Partnerships to
Help Deploy
Broadband Service
Continue Working
Toward Becoming
a Digital Ready
Community

Complete the ongoing analysis of unserved
areas to understand local assets and any
barriers to broadband deployment. The
local team should continue to solicit
feedback from residents of the unserved
territory on their demand.

• Complete onsite visual assessments of
the defined geographic areas.
unserved by broadband coverage.
• Use the results of the Residential
Technology Survey to identify pockets
of demand in areas without service.
• Results of the studies should be
analyzed and released to providers to
inform a business case for expansion or
upgrades.

Leverage existing community assets in
partnership with private sector carriers to
expand broadband network deployment.

• Determine priorities for the partnership.
• Examine different models of publicprivate partnerships; each has its
advantages and disadvantages.
• Understand key legal considerations for
localities looking to build a broadband
partnership.

Continue working to provide a framework
through which the community can
demonstrate that you are a “Digital Ready
Community” that has streamlined policies,
cleared barriers, and is committed to
making broadband infrastructure
deployment a priority.

• Identify and review a list of local
regulations that need to be updated
and ensure that the responsible bodies
have the necessary action items to
amend those requirements/policies;
make that list of recommendations
available to the community's
designated Single Point of Contact
(SPOC) for this endeavor.
• Pass the necessary language in the
governing bodies to amend any
necessary regulations or policies, as well
as authorizing the SPOC according to
local law.
• Publish the list of requirements along
with the necessary electronic
documentation as well as the contact
information for the SPOC.
• Promote the Digital Ready Community
site and SPOC, and apply for
Certification by completing the
application and submitting all necessary
documentation.
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